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Abstract
In a recent article, Alan Deardorff (2005) analyses the strength of the comparative advantage’s principle. The present article’s purpose is to follow the generalization of some recent results (Dogaru, 2000; 2005b) and also to sustain the unification’s necessity of some comparative advantage’s presentation drafts, in the analytical economy’s basis. This way the statement of real assumptions inside economics can be assured, connected to processes developed in an extended economic time and space. From this perspective comparative advantage’s analysis is necessary due to the existence of the tendency in which once with some new instruments’ creations, usually more formal and using a mathematical instrument more sophisticated, the validity of comparative advantage’s classic principle would be denied. The idea of introducing the validity of the comparative advantage’s principle in the trade exchanges – considered by Samuelson versus Stanislaw Ulam an accepted truth by all economists (and not only) as being un undemonstrated one – is not a productive one from an analytical point of view, which could contribute to the economics’ development.
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I. Introduction. Discussion’s framework

The present study regards the sustaining in the basis of some one provable statements, or of other authors and also through denying some opposite statement, the general validity of this principle’s use in the exchange action. The comparative advantage’s principle has been studied in time from the perspective and in connection with more concepts and notions as: the production frontier (production’s possibilities curve) – usually through an approach mostly graphic – the gains from trade, the terms of trade, the specialization in the global production under the shape of the resources’ efficient distribution. The present article is a first personal attempt in stating that the founded statements of some authors can be reunited in a scheme relatively unitary, regarding the comparative advantage’s principle.¹ Some previous attempts of the author sort of independently accomplished by these statements in time, these being connected with the research’s results only of some authors like Manoilescu, Ricardo and Smith.

In the second part we’ll analyse the validity of the comparative advantage (CA) using Manoilescu’s generalized scheme, from the perspective of the gains from trade, justifying the

¹ In our opinion the strictly necessary laws in economics, put in the importance’s order are: the entropy’s law (Georgescu Roegen, 1971), the cooperation’s law (von Mises, 1949) and the demand and offer’s law (the competition’s law). The basic principles are: the minimum effort, the interest principle, the comparative advantage, the equity principle and the rationality principle. These principles are explained in relative simple forms in various works. The coherence between them, which could give a certain consistency of the economic human actions, isn’t sufficiently explained. The use of the equity’s principle, for example, could sustain in time and space the social and economic stability of the human processes. We suppose, also, that “society has a machinery for collective action” (Haavelmo, 1950, p. 2). This minisystem could satisfyingly explain, in a weak sense, a monetary competitive economy. To reanalyse this direction remains a forward task and also that of detailing it, sustaining more systematically the validity of the comparative advantage’s principle, which is a form of the minimum effort’s principle.
necessity of the simultaneous use in measuring the comparative advantage, the exchange ratios together with the internal relative prices. From our point of view the usage’s separation in time of the two types of relative economic measures has stagnated also with the economic research in the direction of the total comparative advantage’s measurement connected to each economic entity’s one. It will be supported the passing from the comparative advantage’s identification through inequalities to that of the simultaneous increase of these through equations. Moreover, the measurement through the two entities’ gains is possible, which makes the exchange operation, which represents parts from the total gain from trade (comparative advantage). This way the study’s separation of the trade gains from the comparative advantage’s one is assured through the production frontier. This way the separation of the gains from trade (classic comparative advantage)’s study from the one made with the production frontier is assured. The main scheme is used through some elementary changes also regarding the empirical exchanges which use the currency. Moreover, the scheme assures the inclusion in the initial prices and in the trade costs – with some restrictions – the combination of this algorithm with the exchange one using the currency.

In this part of the article we’ll synthetically revise some results obtained for the validity’s grounding of the comparative advantage’s principle and also for forwardly comprehend much easier the limits of this scheme’s use in the increase of the empirical actions. In this part and also in the rest of this article we’ll mainly present some sequential discoveries from the coherence and the unity of Manoilescu’s generalized scheme’s perspective, including some recent ones of Deardorff\(^2\), connected with the results which can be obtained through the use of this scheme. The issue of the autarchy’s hypotheses and balance in the actual exchange and at a national level will be approached from a strictly analytical perspective. A clear separation will be made between the economics’ analytical results and the approaches connected to some certain directions of action which overcome economics’ actual object, entering in the politics’ one of which it has separated from for over a century, and which mainly uses the dialectical logic. This procedure is actually the only possible one in taking decisions which totalizes the analytical results sometimes relatively in opposition or at least unconnected – existing even only because of the opposite individual

\(^2\) Deardorff (2005, p. 1) identifies this tendency of the validity’s denial. Following on long term this manner of formal approach of the comparative advantage’s principle, Deardorff tends to gradually give up on the mathematical instrument in the grounding of the comparative advantage’s principle beyond the comprehension’s necessity of increase through trade’s ordinal/cardinal relationships. Other analyses use an excessive formalization, without identifying the total comparative advantage and, also, of the two partners.
interests’ existence, sometimes these being relatively opposite to the national one and which in fact totalizes them. This logic sustains the statistical judgement’s use. Georgescu-Roegen’s suggested solution (1971) in this direction will prove necessary in the third grade phenomena’s comprehension in the social sciences.

In the third section we’ll analyse in the national exchange the comparative advantage’s phenomena from the simultaneous perspective of the gains from trade and of the production frontier as a maximum limit of production, after an exchange. The production frontier uses here the basic property of this principle. Even though the observations will be initially made in the easiest case the use of the aggregation’s principles allow an extension of this case to $n$ products and $m$ countries. In forward a framework will be made which can assure a perspective of treatment of the production frontier with more countries and products, using restrictions connected to the resources for relatively optimising the global goods’ production. It is underlined this matter from the perspective of the entropy’s law priority and of the cooperation towards the competition law (demand and offer law in monetary competitive economies) in using the properties of the comparative advantage’s principle.

Now a more clear image of the matter regarding the maximum production possible will appear, which imposes a much bigger redistribution of the resources for some products for which the countries/economical entities are specializing, is different from the comparative advantage’s study and is necessary to be treated separately. The comparative advantage, in a strict sense, observed in the goods exchange and not only with this economic process, has as a purpose the achievement of a gain, measured in the monetary competitive economies, usually through profit. In exchange for the extension possibility, the specialization’s limits in production have been sort of forwardly simultaneously analysed (Dogaru, 2002).

In the fourth part some requires connected to the study of the comparative advantage’s principle are briefly revised together with the one of the productivity. The necessity of separating the analyses through price from the one through efficiency will be grounded these two directions being considered from an analytical point of view as two different issues even though in reality are strongly connected. From this perspective certain “approaches” will be observed regarding the way of approach of some economists towards Manoilescu’s generalized scheme (what we call the second stage in the generalized scheme), including a recent article of Deardorff. Here the connection between the analysis through productivity and the one through prices has been defined, being observed sometimes only a reverse of the ratio. Manoilescu’s analysis, systematically made three quarters of a century ago with the existent
analytical instruments, has been occasionally taken back.\textsuperscript{3}

In the last part there will be formulated some opening and premises regarding this attempt in observing the comparative advantage from the perspective of the analytical economy’s principle, in its attempt of unifying the analytical knowledge. The resources’ saving, once with the extension of this problem, the control’s issue of the nature’s rescue become more important in time and therefore the basic requires of the comparative advantage’s principle – that of guaranteeing simultaneous gains for all the exchange’s parts and that of relatively reduce the resources’ consumption – appear necessary to be permanently studied and adequately used in taking decisions in the empiric economy. The resources’ consumption in the next half of the century won’t reduce the pressure over the resources (WRI, 2001).

II. Manoilescu’s actual generalized scheme. First stage (a brief discussion)

The requires’ analysis of the comparative advantage’s principle is usually made through inequalities or graphics and/or in connection with the production’s maximization as a result of the possible specialization. The separation of the comparative advantage’s principle, which regards in the first works mostly at the gains from trade – fundamental necessity in the monetary competitive economies in the basis of the interest's principle with its complementary – will support us in the future understanding and other aspects regarding the production frontier and also the maximization of the production and the resources’ saving. From this point of view the opening of a second different observational direction of the comparative advantage is grounded, in connection with the production frontier. The necessity of respecting, in an elementary empirical reality’s analysis in simplified terms, the analytical economy’s principle, in the basis of a global approach, can be achieved through the interference between the notions and it has the purpose to take efficient decisions (the analytical economy’s principle). The simultaneous observation of the comparative advantage from the two terms’ perspective – the gains from trade and the production frontier – contributes at a productive

\textsuperscript{3} Manoilescu can be considered a forerunner of the total productivity’s concept (The International Symposium of the Romanian Regional Science Association, June 10-11, 2005, Timisoara – forthcoming article “Manoilescu – a forerunner of the total productivity’s concept”). The efficiency matter, especially in its most useful shape in economy – the total productivity, isn’t systematically and constantly studied, at least in Europe, in connection with the relationship between price and resources’ consumption.
orientation in economics to identifying real statements, with a bigger validity in time and space. This way necessary simultaneous knowledge for the researches’ continue are provided and the debate is moved from the formal background to a fundamental one, that of the unitary comprehension of the reality.  

The comparative advantage’s study is made without taking as a reference point the basic simplified empirical reality, usually finished through the graphic analysis. This way here is an increased possibility of “annul” some increased possibilities in knowledge, as a consequence of the analytical levelling, through the simultaneous and similar use of two or multiple concepts. The confusion which can be made is crossed, in consequence a double one. On the one hand, through the study only of the production frontier it can indirectly be said that the entities will make the exchange without the need of them to negotiate the commercial terms and to measure the comparative advantage, identified as the gains from trade. The national prices – in other circumstances the costs or internal prices on different intermediate levels – are a fact that includes the autarchy condition. Even though we had shown that the basic initial require of the comparative advantage’s principle – that of the gain’s existence in trade – it can be found in almost any action of good exchange following the internal prices’ comparison, this cannot release itself the unfolding of a trade action because the advantage isn’t divided between the parts (Dogaru, 2003a). The international prices’ negotiation in the monetary competitive economies is the basic term, of course in connection with other terms of agreement existent in the trade contract. On the other hand, a stable increased production in the basis of the production frontier is supported without the exchange action, made in the comparative advantage’s basis.

In the comparative advantage’s study, although the reference point is the exchange action, in most works the prior analysis is the possible production’s size. Production doesn’t only have as initial premises the comparative advantage’s existence, identified mainly under profit shape in the monetary competitive economies, because its revision in the comparative advantage phenomena, for each economic entity whom participates in the exchange, involves increased resources for a product also the total/partial giving up on the capital used in the “offered” good’s production for the partner’s production. But these are only suppositions and

---

4 The „conversating” tendency from an analytical point of view, after an economist’s distribution or an idea from a certain doctrine, school or tendency, is a tribute paid to the past. In this direction Mark Blaug sustain Jean Baptiste Say’s statement „The more perfect the science, the shorter its history” and also Alfred Whitehead similar one (Blaug, 2001, p. 146).

5 The autarchy’s term, from the comparative advantage’s perspective, is forwardly analysed.
the existence without a purpose of the choosing and exchanging actions where the two merchants participate in a simple exchange doesn’t necessarily involve the unconditional transfer of the possible effects over the production. This way, the production process makes sense in being observed and studied and in consequence is being conceptualized only in connection with the production frontier being in a one-sided relationship only with the real gains from trade.  

We’ll also briefly observe some possible analytical consequences of this superposition in unconnected use of the two different notions – the comparative advantage and the production frontier – and also those of a single factor’s analysis, the connection with the comparative advantage and the case of the factors’ homogenize. The homogenizing problem has been widely debated in a recent article (Dogaru, 2005a). In some works the comparative advantage’s study is made only in connection with the labour force. The analysis’ direction starts from the premise that this factor includes, through levelling, also the efforts of the other factors of production, but sometimes, with or without adequate explanations passes directly only at this factor although initially in the past all the levelled efforts were taken into consideration. The analysis doesn’t respect in these terms the globality’s principle because the connection also with the other factors’ influence isn’t made. On the other hand, there aren’t any traders who are „priorly” interested in details in some factor’s effect towards the size’s establishment of the total comparative advantage, of the gains from trade. Ricardo’s remarks regarding the comparative advantage’s study had considered all factors’ influence when the labour force (under a levelled shape) comes into discussion. The fact that in some cases Ricardo has analysed only the labour force factor doesn’t justify the present study only of a partial effort over a partial advantage (regarding a single factor), without simultaneously follow or eventually the total advantage. The partial effects’ study of some factors/elements of these over the comparative advantage, independently or before all the factors is a more complex issue than it looks at first sight.  

---

6 The comparative advantage’s concept in connection with the productions possibilities border will be analysed in the next part. In most of the works an analytical “anxiety” appears mostly regarding the rapid achievement of some significant results concerning the production’s increase and the profit’s maximization. The analysis is made without the general context of the exchange, the only process which proves the main and efficient premises’ the comparative advantage’s achievement.  

7 The factors’ partial analyses have been initially made in connection with the total productivity and three decades ago in USA they have started to be noticed in direct connection with the labor work’s productivity. Measures of the efficiency, according to this last concept, have been made in the USA starting with 1800 and the
Other issues regarding the study and use of the comparative advantage’s principle have appeared regarding the simultaneous observation of two cases: the analytical comprehension of the comparative advantage and the identification of some action directions over the external trade indirectly called – in our opinion – from the economics’ perspective, „international trade policies”. In analytical area these cases need to be separately observed and successively studied.\(^8\) This way, in the comparative advantage’s study a step backward is required to be done for the separation of the economical analysis from the political one. Once with the separation of economics from politics multiple problems have appeared in the unitary interpretation of the human action (Buchanan, 1975, ch.10, endnote 4, p. 271; Mises, 1949).

An analysis of the comparative advantage, from this perspective, would put an end to

8 Manoilescu (1937) sort of fell in that trap through the “simultaneous“ analysis of the two directions. It is necessary to be mentioned that the identification of some solid action directions isn’t exactly included in the economics’ object. In forward Manoilescu has separated the analytical study, stictly analytical focusing in the last published works only over this matter – the study of the comparative advantage’s properties. (Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, January 1940) According to Deardorff (2005, p. 14), in the study of the goods‘ exchange, observed in the comparative advantage’s basis, the analytical conclusions’ separation from the effects of the real-empirical world appears as necessary: "There may be good reasons to doubt that trade in the real world is beneficial, but these reasons should rest on departures from the assumptions of the basic welfare theorem – market failures, non-convex technologies, etc. – not on the sorts of things that may cause comparative advantage to mis-predict the pattern of trade."
some intentioned attacks even in a political area, but also to some speculations/identifications on different directions, sometimes on the basis of the same data. The validity of the Aristotelian judgements in economics is possible to be grounded in a strong way in few decisions regarding the choice of some action directions. The use of the comparative advantage’s algorithm in the collection action, determined by the interest and minimum effort’s principle, will prove to be one of these cases. In economics, judgements are sustained by a limited analytical reasoning, being based on the dialectical statements correspondent to the third grade phenomena (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). The task is not easy to be accomplished in economics as in any of the social sciences, and the establishment of some typical cases in which these judgements are valid is a permanent task and difficult to achieve in a strong way. Besides this the necessity of establishing some exceptions which cannot be proved strictly in these principles and laws’ basis and which would support, through opposition, the truth of the previous judgements adds. Even the economics area’s overcoming or in one with a common border, the politics’ one, in connection with the proof of some economic policy isn’t necessary from a scientific point of view. In case another interest appears, different from the economic and politic one, the possible results, in connection with some action directions – which can be proved in connection with the use of the comparative advantage’s principle – they can’t be rigorously supported with the instruments and methods known in economics.9

In order to support its development, in economics the achievement at theoretical level is necessary in the discovery of the connected truths. The changing tendency’s capture of the gains’ size from trade (the maximum possible production) is partially “economic history”

9 Mises attempt (1949) of unifying the human action’s knowledge, is through those which maintain the unity (and simultaneously shows the difficulty) of the analytical approach and indirectly the validity of the suppositions previously shown and is essential. The statement from “The Economist” regarding the politicians’ lack of interest supports the politicians’ lack of interest in economically ground individuals’ material actions for the strictly economic results also in the basis of the interest’s principles and of the minimum effort: “If the economists want to be understood they should learn to use simpler words … [and] to address less to the politicians and more to the others. Politicians are interested in what the electors want – specially the groups which bring them the biggest number of votes – and don’t care about the economists’ opinion. Talking to politicians about economy is, in consequence, a waste of time” (Epping, 2001). This perspective is supported by the existence of the individual opposite interests, which have as an object the “same” limited existent resources in a certain economic space and time – which determine opposite reactions with the same result or vice-versa, identical cases with different results – and prove once again the analytical approach’s difficulty from economics in connection with this object’s overcoming by economics.
because nothing guarantees that a past identified tendency could be used in order to make a
premonition for an identical case which would repeat or not in the future, so we could expect
the exact predicted result. The anticipating identification in time and space of this kind of
situation would reduce the analytical efforts in generally theorizing cases, identifying and
connecting algorithms. On the other hand, as Georgescu-Roegen was stating, the capture of
this kind of tendencies are the only analytical results which can pass the test of analytical
economy – that of them being used in the future in taking more efficient decisions than the
past ones in the basis of this knowledge increase. The foundation of a set of true connected
statements regarding a minimum number of laws and principles is the basis of any theoretical
sciences (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971, pp. 83-85). The attempt of proving in a strong sense the
validity of comparative advantage principle (Dogaru, 2003a), no matter the shape of the trade
relationships and of the economical and financial instruments used, sustains the economics’
approach towards this passing desideratum at the theoretical level (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971).

The purpose of such a unitary scheme was to unite different algorithms next to that of
analytical explanation of a simple exchange for understanding in certain simplified terms the
trade action. In the comparative advantages’ measurement simple formulas were used which
would have a guaranteed economical significance regarding a real-empirical negotiation,
reducing the calculation’s period of time of the comparative advantage’s size through the
schemes which can be built in a negotiation during the discussions between the two (or more)
of the parts.

Before describing an exchange process in simplified terms in order to measure the
comparative advantage we’ll remark, in connection with this elementary process, two
important hypotheses, frequently found in the economic literature: autarchy and equilibrium
(balance). The autarchy’s hypothesis is necessary to be studied in order to establish the
analytical borders of an analytical process of exchange. An exchange process is defined,
analytically speaking by two borders: the spatial and temporal one (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971,

---

10 The attempt in „connecting” the empirical reality with the analytical-ideal one prevails sometimes in the
economic studies which analyses the comparative advantage so the analytical economy’s principle isn’t strictly
respected. Moreover Taussig shows that the „the supposition that all goods come whitin the range of international
trade is not at all in accord with facts” (Chipman, 1966, p. 42).

11 The fact that some authors, as Hausman (1984, Introduction), inverts the theoretical level with the scientifically
one doesn’t call off the basic issue, that of creating a set of connected statements, which makes the start basis in
the analytical knowledge from economics.
The initial observation’s limit of the exchange process between two countries and two products has as a purpose the comprehension of this process in its most simplified terms, yet essential.

The analysis of the comparative advantage’s phenomenon supposes the exchange process’s existence. The acceptance of the initial prices as a reference point, even if it has taken place before or not, is a basic term. In analytical area the time can be „stopped” (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971) as in a manner of „autarchy term”, through the supposition of the movement’s lack. Supposing, yet, the lack of existence (simultaneous) of the exchange beyond the borders of this process in the case in which only a trade process is analysed, regarding the comparative advantage, means to suspend or cancel this essential initial premise, but without any connection with the actual study.

The autarchy’s issue in the observation of this normal exchange process can rise in condition in which this represents a special interest. In the analysis of any economic processes, stopping time, is a hypothesis which simplifies the reality. The exchange processes’ separation between them is another analytical term. Furthermore, the introduction also of an exchange process’s analysis, supposing that eventually after that the exchange won’t take place anymore is similar with accepting the second process without it being necessary and, in forward, the third process which includes the previous ones (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971, ch. 9).

The hysteresis phenomenon takes place also in the exchange economic processes. Therefore, sometimes, prices at a certain moment, contain the influences from the previous cases. The supposition that previously the exchange had taken place or not in the past historical processes, which influence the observed exchange doesn’t bring a methodological support in the analytical knowledge of the actual exchange process. In the use of the deducted schemes through the observation of this exchange process, in taking decisions more efficient in the empirical reality in the basis of the comparative advantage’s principle, the successive removing, in a certain reversed order in which they had been placed – multiple hypotheses which aren’t necessary anymore – is necessary. This is also the autarchy’s case, hypothesis which wasn’t and isn’t necessary for the comparative advantage’s analysis (at least generally speaking). Having as a purpose the comparative advantage’s measurement, a certain exchange process needs to be brought into discussion, determined through existent prices and quantities, without observing the reality beyond its borders, the limits that we have established. A detailing of the subject at this level of details, according to this established purpose, doesn’t justifies in forward.

The perfect competition, the existence of an instant free trade with timeless movement,
is sort of the opposite of the autarchy’s hypothesis and also doesn’t make sense in the comparative advantage’s analysis in Manoilescu’s generalized scheme. Meaning, the trade costs’ existence puts us in an opposite situation, which brings us back to the empirical reality of the comparative advantage’s decrease in any „pure” analytical case taken into consideration in the analytical scheme through the algorithm of the trade costs. The „infant industries” hypothesis, connected with the one of the technology’s transfer and management from in other states – what we call the local production’s resolution – tend to look like they would have a more rigorous base in the actual terms because of the constant and significant reduction of the existent resources in the world.

The equilibrium’s hypothesis is necessary to be studied in connection with the analytical economicity’s principle in order to serve, also, in taking decisions more effective in time. In economy, in connection with the economic exchange process, the equilibrium can refer, mainly, either to the equivalents’ exchange or to the equality between the importation and exportation. The equilibrium can be relatively defined because in Universe all is in movement. The second perspective will be briefly followed because is a derivated one. The equilibrium between importation and exportation is supposed in the basis of the individual interest’s principle in a competitive economy based on private property.

The equivalents’ exchange from the trade activity is a supposed one because the international prices are negotiated and accepted. In normal terms – case supposed firstly in an analysis – the two partners won’t accept the exchange if they feel in disadvantage. The negotiated price, being a social relationship between the parts at the trade action, supports the equality condition of the exchange. In the second stage of Manoilescu’s generalized scheme will be also observed the main exception, the possibility of an inequalities’ exchange at the economic value’s level.

Mises (1949) shows that each of the exchange’s parts have the feeling that they obtain an increased advantage than the partner. This direction is based, in our opinion, on the fact that each part wins in comparison with a certain previous initial case (real-empirical or real-analytical, the last being presented only in the parts’ minds) in which this exchange cannot take place (rationality principle). If the basic equilibrium is achieved, through the equivalents’ exchange agreed, other balances, at different aggregated levels, regarding this initial

---

12 The analytical observation of the human kind can be taken as a reference point, yet this is necessary to be followed in connection with the undetermination of Heisenberg (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). Aristotle has stated, as a consequence of this relativity’s observation: “give me a equilibrium point and I will reverse the Universe”. 
equilibrium are deducted.

Concerning to the possible equilibrium (balance) of the exportation with the importation in each moment or small periods of time, yet without having a strict justification, is necessary to initially observe that a permanent balance is needed in the exchange processes, towards a purpose. Exportation can be equal with the importation because the currency’s savings of each economic entity, in extension of each country, are limited and, also, suppose that every traded good has been paid. The deadline payments, which are current ways of discounting, for example, they make impossible the respect of the imports and exports’ balance on short terms. The payments through other merchandises or currency are considered made in normal terms in a pre-established limited deadline and this way doesn’t change the basic require of equality. The extreme analysis of such a process leads to this equality.

The merchandise is paid when the new owner is picking it up, usually, at the property’s transfer. At a national level, as a principle, the exports are necessary to be equal with the imports. The matter can be raised following this limited regress and at the imports and exports’ balance of each economic entity. In time exports should be equal with the imports. A partial truth exists in this direction, but for the bigger periods of time, because each country, considering the natural and financial resources, is necessary to achieve such balances. From this perspective the exchange mustn’t be made „mechanically” but in movement and only if the observation is justified according to the individual interest’s principle, level at which the payment justifies, and also to the national one through which a structure of products is being followed.

Therefore, in order to study the balance’s hypothesis there are simultaneously necessary two conditions: the establishment of some reference points and the simultaneous comprehension of the terms from an exchange process. Quoting Amartya Sen (Atkinson, 2001) regarding the equality: equality to what? In a similar way in connection with the definition of the equilibrium’s term an identical question can be formulated: equilibrium with what (in what way)? Equilibrium can be defined in connection with requires of an exchange process having this way a strong economic significance. Through aggregation there can be eventually identified also other equilibrium which would support a purpose for knowledge in

---

13 A balance in a weak way can be considered in a country in case in which exports would overcome unsignificantly the imports. A significant example of non-observance of this equality is the American one, which starting with 1971, with a two year exception, had an overcoming commercial balance. The perspective of this unbalance doesn’t stop here: also in the future USA has projected a lack of the payment’s balance.
this direction of study.\textsuperscript{14}

The comparative advantage’s calculation in Manoilescu’s generalized scheme regards the prices’ use. This way the gains’ analysis from trade has been chosen through prices which fulfills from this perspective, in a strong way, the analytical economy’s principle. The results which can be obtained in connection with the indirect observation of the comparative advantage through the levels of the utility and productivity’s usage in the merchandises’s exchange are „connected” to those of the comparative advantage’s measurement through prices.\textsuperscript{15} The comparative advantage’s analysis will be made in the basic algorithm’s frame, in a simple barter’s case, and others algorithms (the currency’s exchange, the trade costs, the internal exchange, the connection between the absolute advantage and the comparative one) will extend in this case.

The general situation of a simple barter exchange can be exposed in detail. The information regarding generic prices and quantities used in a barter exchange, shown in Table 1, provide a more exact observation and understanding of this situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity/Product</th>
<th>Quantities</th>
<th>Domestic prices</th>
<th>International prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 1, \textit{Pr1}</td>
<td>\textit{q}_e1</td>
<td>\textit{p}_e1</td>
<td>\textit{P}_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 2, \textit{Pr2}</td>
<td>\textit{q}_e2</td>
<td>\textit{p}_e2</td>
<td>\textit{P}_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 1, \textit{Pr1}</td>
<td>\textit{q}_i1</td>
<td>\textit{p}_i1</td>
<td>\textit{P}_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 2, \textit{Pr2}</td>
<td>\textit{q}_i2</td>
<td>\textit{p}_i2</td>
<td>\textit{P}_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{14} In a strong way, balance can lead us to stagnation because it is denied in a certain manner the existence of the interest’s principle: the possibility of gaining “more” relatively, As compared with the same efforts own or equal as the partners ones.

\textsuperscript{15} The acceptance, in economics, regarding the competitive monetary economies, of the main role of the prices in the resources’ distribution, guarantees a key position to the analysis through this instrument-term. The suppositions regarding some possible changes from the empirical reality, without being connected in an analytical framework or reverse doesn’t serve directly to the scientific purpose, being in opposition with the basic principle of any science: the analytical economy’s one. The utility’s usage, for instance, is considered an unproductive direction from an analytical point of view (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971, ch. X).
Economic entity $E$ can exchange a quantity, $q_{e1}$, of merchandise to be exported, at the domestic currency value of $q_{e1}p_{e1}$. It is of no importance now whether the entity has manufactured the merchandise so that it may be sold on the domestic market for this initial price, or the merchandise has been purchased for the price of $p_{e1}$ from a manufacturer. Entity $E$ aims to gain a comparative advantage, by exporting this merchandise (product $Pr1$), as well as by importing another merchandise (product $Pr2$), which is in demand on the domestic market and could be sold under terms that we are going to discuss.

The value at which this merchandise could be exported is $q_{e1}P_1$, the international price $P_1$ being expressed in a currency which would raise no further problems of conversion into another currency, to buy the merchandise $Pr2$ from country $I$. The explanation would be longer if there were no possibility of conversion, but the scheme would essentially be the same. Economic entity $I$, from the importing country, needs the merchandise $Pr1$, because the international price for which it buys it would enable it to obtain, also, a comparative advantage, by exporting the product $Pr2$.

Entity $E$ thus sells the merchandise $Pr1$ at the value of $q_{e1}P_1$ and buys the merchandise $Pr2$ at the same money value. If the imported merchandise is sold domestically, it will bring a value of $q_{e2}p_{e2}$. In order for the entity to be interested in this exchange, this value should be greater than the domestic value of the former merchandise (1).

$$q_{e2}p_{e2} > q_{e1}p_{e1} \quad (1)$$

Under different circumstances, entity $E$ loses its interest, as it may be assumed that there is no comparative advantage. The same judgements, made under similar conditions, hold for economic entity $I$.

We propose to eliminate the quantities from the formulas we have worked out for the partial comparative advantage, since they are expressed in different measurement units. The presence of quantity would increase the difficulty of encoding and understanding in their practical usage. Since the two quantities of merchandise have equal international values, equality (2) results.

$$q_{e2} = \frac{q_{e1}P_1}{P_2} \quad (2)$$
By replacing the quantity $q_{e2}$ from (2) in the inequality (1), we may arrive, by way of elementary transformations, to formula (3).

$$\frac{p_{e2}}{p_{el}} > \frac{p_2}{p_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Entity $E$’s relative advantage can be calculated according to formula (4) as a ratio:

$$A_{vrE} = \frac{p_{e2}}{p_{el}} \cdot \frac{P_2}{P_1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Entity $E$’s absolute monetary advantage $A_{vaE}$ can be determined by multiplying the added relative advantage by the domestic exported value, according to formula (5).

$$A_{vaE} = q_{e1}p_{e1} \cdot (A_{vrE} - 1)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Entity $I$’s relative advantage is calculated in similarly to (6).

$$A_{vrI} = \frac{p_{i2}}{p_{i1}} \cdot \frac{P_1}{P_2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Entity $I$’s absolute advantage is measured according to (7).

$$A_{vaI} = q_{i2}p_{i2} \cdot (A_{vrI} - 1)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

The total relative advantage in the simple barter exchange is determined with the ratios, by multiplying the relative advantage of the two entities.

$$Avrt = AvrE \cdot AvrI = \frac{p_{e2}}{p_{el}} \cdot \frac{P_2}{P_1} \cdot \frac{p_{i2}}{p_{i1}} \cdot \frac{P_1}{P_2}$$

By simplifying the two international price ratios, we arrive at formula (8) for the total relative
advantage of the two economic entities.

\[ Avr_t = \frac{P_{e2}}{P_{e1}} : \frac{P_{l2}}{P_{l1}} \]  

(8)

The ratio between the relative prices from (8) is seen in the studies on international merchandise exchange as being the advantage gained by exporting entity \( E \). Like other economists, Manoilescu did not consider the empirical reality conditions in calculating the comparative advantages for the economic entity: the domestic prices from the importing country are, to the exporter, international prices (1937, §156). When this situation is mirrored, it follows that the level of the commercial advantage is the same for the two participants in the exchange, the exchange being seen as symmetrical, which contradicts the very thing he tried to prove: the inequality of the exchange. His assumption is not valid, which is easy to verify according to the above algebraic argumentation.\(^\text{16}\)

According to Taussig, Chipman shows that if in any case the prices are strictly created between the comparative costs’ ratio, both countries will gain in exchange. (1965a, p. 489) The resolution is demonstrated through Manoilescu’s generalized scheme. Chipman remarks circumstances in which the statement was made and in the end he stops to strongly support Taussig’s supposition. His statement can be supported only in a mutual empirical case, which can appear and refers to the lack of interest of one or both sides because of a relatively small advantage as in these terms the exchange won’t be able to take place even though the basic analytical require previously showed is achieved.\(^\text{17}\)

In the present generalised scheme it can be

\(^{16}\) To keep our analysis as close to the empirical reality as possible, we shall note that this exceptional situation, taken into account in the literature, does hold partially for the individuals that deal in small-scale cross-border barter. In this case, the total advantage is that of the individual who carries small quantities of products in the neighbour country and returns with small quantities of other products which he then sells in his own country. We can see that there is no partial advantage of a partner, the total advantage somehow being that of the individual, since the small-scale trader sells his merchandise himself to the final consumer in the “importing” country. In any other case, even if he “taps” another country’s market – a situation which is impossible under current normal conditions in the exchanges between two economic entities residing in two different countries – he will sell the merchandise to a middleman and will have to share the total comparative advantage with the latter. The share granted will probably be smaller and it will be negotiated, since the risks and expenses undergone by the middleman are smaller than the transportation costs and duties paid by the initiator of the exchange. In the latter situation, formulae (4) and (6) will be applied for the calculation of the relative advantages.

\(^{17}\) Ricardo’s resolution regarding the gains’ distribution from trade in two equal shares can’t be justified neither
observed that the internal relative prices’ proportionality with the international ones, from any participants, leads as to a case of indifference. For example, Within shows the indifference between one of the two merchandises’ production if the internal prices’ ratio is equal to the international prices’ one (Whitin, 1953, p. 522).

The basic advantage of the generalized scheme’s usage is that it starts from a certain empirical (in simplified analytical terms), establishing as a mutual reference point for the partners the negotiated international prices. Another possible reference level is a case previous to this exchange. In consequence, some free or protectionist (Hagen, 1958) trade’s existence doesn’t condition the scheme’s validity or its significance stage: the addition of the trade costs’ case at the algorithm with the currency or of a barter which assures the comprehension of any simple exchange, a product over a currency or two products. The aggregation, the multiple exchanges which will be separately observed, allows us suppositions for a volume of merchandise made from multiple products. An adequate multiplication of the total or partial advantage’s index, with the connection possibility between the two types of advantages, from successive steps of the exchange, allows the advantage’s identification in time.

The statement is justified if we take as a reference point the production for the international exchange. Yet, in the internal prices the trade gains inclusion exists and others gains from trade, from others level of exchange, as so the production can achieved only for the internal exchange. Therefore, Whitin’s statement, in a strong way, is valid if the international prices’ ratio is equal with the internal costs’ one. For a more detailed view it is possible that this case yet to be possible in the internal exchange, because of this require in the absence of the two ratios’ equality. See the extension of the comparative advantage’s principle at the internal exchanges (Dogaru, 2003b).

In his article, Whitin, suggests a programming of the world’s production, according to von Newmann’s model from 1944, through the maximization of the production’s vale and also having as main restrictions the consumption, the capacities of production connected to the export’s volume, and also the ratio of the opportunity costs.

The supposition is to identify and permanently connect the total advantage, and also a comparison of this with the two partial advantages. Is a control size, this being the significance’s limit. Compare Manolescu’s suggested resolution, of addition in time of the net production’s sizes – the total costs’ sum, if the nature’s “price” is excluded regarding the natural resources’ extraction – followed by this size’s usage for the calculation of some productivity’s indexes and in forward of the comparative advantage. We called the timeless indicator, from this perspective, excluding the economic significance.
In the production frontier the ratio’s usage between the internal prices of the two products from a country in order to establish the specialization is adequate only in a general observation. Under this mathematical form of the ratio, but using the prices from an inferior level, the factors’ costs can be determined at maximum the exchange specialization. A more detailed analytical view, necessary for our approach to the empirical reality through these connections, also indicates us the usage’s necessity of the trade costs (Dogaru, 2005b).20

An historical circumstances’ comprehension in which the discoveries regarding the comparative advantage’s principle had been achieved will give the knowledge’s frame of comprehension, sometimes incomplete meaning that in the basis of some information’s multiplication, additions can be permanently made in order to support a possible unification of this knowledge. Manoilescu’s generalized scheme contains, in our opinion, some basic terms for achieving this analytical approach of unification regarding the comparative advantage. The empirical reality’s observation in analytical conditions and the redistribution through measurement also in an analytical form which can be demonstrated is the main premise. The connection between the main algorithms, the currency’s exchange, the trade costs’ case, the efforts’ levelling and the connection between the absolute advantage and the comparative one, the main scheme’s extension at the internal prices, is assured through the basic algorithm of the simple barter exchange. The scheme’s extension to the second stage of the productivity, and also the exchange’s analysis with multiple countries and products guarantees the comprehension’s possibility of an exchange in real terms, in the basis of the comparative advantage’s principle.21

Although Torrens has exposed the comparative advantage’s principle in 1815, in a strict way, the issue of the discovery’s priority of the comparative advantage’s principle is still under discussion.22 It can be stated that Torrens has made a step in forward than Ricardo in the comparative advantage’s study, connecting more exactly the sizes for the gains’ calculations

---

20 For an adequate usage of the production’s possibilities border in the production’s area see the annexes in the next section (specialization in production).

21 This way the road towards economics’ theoretical stage can be levelled in connection with this principle, including the one regarding the efficiency. The adequate use of these algorithms in an actual case doesn’t raise special problems, of course, in the instruments and actual economic methodology’s limit.

22 See a similar case of Georgescu-Roegen regarding his definition of non-substitution theorem, with a difference of only few months before Samuelson’s. The Torrens – Ricardo case, having a time difference of two years, can be seen equally with our century’s few months because presently the time is compressed in the way of Einstein’s theory about relativity, through the speed’s increase of the processes’ development.
from trade (Chipman, 1965a, p. 480). The comparative advantage, although exists, cannot be finished through an exchange action, if the international prices’ ratio isn’t included between the two relatively internal prices. The case shown by Ricardo within almost two centuries ago is connected with the border’s small traffic, case in which the discussion of the trade gains isn’t necessary anymore, regarding the distribution of these between partners.\(^{23}\)

The issue which can be raised regarding the comparative advantage is that if in his study from 1817, Ricardo considered also the gains from trade, only the specialization’s idea or both cases simultaneously. No matter which the answer is, the identification’s necessity of the monetary flow’s circulation concerning the comparative advantage measured in the two concepts – because the resources’ consumption is unique on the Time scale, according to the entropy’s law – some differences of approach interfere and also some superposed of these two concepts, and the analysis needs to be initially separately made, connected and then, in the end, finished with the gains from trade. Quoting Malraux, regarding his opinion towards the 21st century, „if the trade action doesn’t finish, the specialization action can’t be achieved either”.

Some of other economists’ remarks have been shown along the way or will be underlined in forward.\(^{24}\) A part from the „differences” between scheme and the remarks of other economists regard only the suggested summary, necessary for showing its strength – general validity in time of the comparative advantage.\(^{25}\)

---

\(^{23}\) See footnote 16.

\(^{24}\) After the basic algorithm’s deduction, starting from some of Manoilescu’s results, our research have extended in order to identify possible connections with published works or articles. See also the 7th footnote (Dogaru 2005b). From Manoilescu’s generalized scheme perspective it is certain that our most suppositions have been put under a similar form or relatively different from other economists in the last two and a half centuries. In consequence, even though we summarized some observations, the established reference points from the comparisons and analyses made, the laws and economic principles’ order of importance considered is different, it is necessary for us to underline the loan of some ideas, especially from Manoilescu and Ricardo, before the publishing of some articles. It is also necessary to underline the identification of some other similar ideas after the publishing of other results. Extending the perspective, as Georgescu-Roegen was stating (1971) the important truths were told by the Greek philosophers two millenniums ago. That is why, at least in the social sciences, a new knowledge is needed of the social reality and of the environment because of the economic relationships’ forms, once with the technological and scientific progress.

\(^{25}\) As it had been shown, it is signaled the fact that, from the publishing in a summarized form of Manoilescu’s generalized scheme in 2000, following the scheme’s coherence through the suggested algorithms, we can identify sequences from this scheme at some economists actually regarding the scheme’s essence. For example, in Viner’s study an economist considered unknown has signaled the calculation’s necessity of the ratio’s size
III. Production frontier and the specialization in the world production

In a gross form, the measurement’s case of the production’s increase is connected to the comparative advantage’s case. The ratio’s comparison between the two internal relative prices is enough for some directions’ identification of specializing in order to be produced more, exception being the absence of the production’s capacities and the capital loss connected to the capital of the product that will be given up. It is possible that a previous negotiation could lead us to an absence of the exchange action through the trade gains’ lack (the comparative advantage). It is a circular condition, and then the comparative advantage’s principle can be comprehended only as a consequence between the two term-phenomena, the trade and specialization gains, the second phenomenon being conditioned by the completion of the first one. Moreover, one-sided risks, such as „my product is more necessary in present”, can appear in time in connection with the trade between the countries, and which can be supported by temporary bigger stocks, the international prices’ oscillation etc.

This lack of observation in this circularity becomes obvious only in the production frontier in the comparative advantage’s study, because, on the one hand the trade gains aren’t measured and on the other hand neither is this gain’s exact value identified (the loss and win of capital through the increase of the capacity’s usage, also through the renouncing at the yielded product’s capacity) but are calculated through increases, in general terms of quantities, as a result of the specializing.\textsuperscript{26}

In order to show the specialization in production through a simplified relationship, with the replaces showed from the second part, the internal prices and costs’ usage isn’t enough anymore, even with taking into consideration the trade costs’ algorithm. In the new terms, of

\textsuperscript{26} That’s why the tendency of passing from the multiple products exchange isn’t justified because neither this simple case is being comprehended in its essence.
the comparative advantage’s analysis, connected to the production process, the ratios between prices are required to be replaced with the ones between the total capitals, necessary in the actual production. The two observed economic processes, of exchange and production, are different so as to identify an economic significance according to requires of the analytical economy’s principle, the theoretical scheme needs to be adequately built.  

Between two extreme limits, $a$ and $b$, beyond an entity starts to lose, therefore to lose through negotiation the maximum comparative advantage (trade gain) another significant area appears, that in which this advantage is equally (or approximately) distributed (Dogaru, 2002). The equal sharing option was supposed by Ricardo in the negotiation’s absence of the international prices in the exchange between England and Portugal (Viener, 1937). Bottomline, the calculation of the production frontier can be made through:
- prices, and in these conditions having an general approximate of the measurement possibilities of the production’s increase;
- costs, a better approximate being made than the previous case;
- through the necessary capital’s volume for a good’s production, case in which the measurement is more exact. In this case the sizes of the production’s capacities will be considered, by the eventual increase of these capacities, and also by the caused/suffered losses through the exclusion of the actual product’s capacity which was given up. In order to start a new cycle of production the capital used will be calculated according to an adequate methodology.

In taking decisions for the practical area of the production’s specialization issues regarding the food safety can also occur – for a national economy. One of these cases and also the increase in time of the trade costs tend to the practical solution of the local production or of the „infant industries”. A part from these matters have been signaled (Dogaru, 2003a) and the transportation costs increase (Harrigan, 2003) shows that the suggested solutions in the basis of the comparative advantage’s principle will have a resolution in the future.

According to require of the comparative advantage’s principle the general observation of the works level’s specialization, as a necessary phenomenon in the resources’ distribution for multiple countries and products, is an extension of the production frontier in the simple case. Analytically speaking, this specialization process can be justified if the prices relatively

---

27 The constant scale efficiency’s hypothesis doesn’t analytically condition, in a strict way, the comparative advantage’s comparison from an exchange action. Only the production’s analysis, through the production’s possibilities border needs this hypothesis’ introduction.
decrease and the relative consumption reduces. A prices’ increase, observed in the empirical reality would point out a possible unefficiency of the specializing (from a social perspective) and in a strict way, another argument for the general validity of the entropy’s law (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971).

In order to maintain the respect of the analytical economicity’s principle we initially study the case of two countries and two merchandises. The multiple exchange’s case can be studied through a general projection, being identified in the case of the necessity’s acceptance in saving the resources at a global level or in a more limited area (the entropy’s law in a weak way). We’ll accept the initial case of two countries and n merchandises. This might be found also in the empirical reality at a mutual commercial agreement of the merchandises’ exchange. In order to make the exchange, considering only the first stage’s requires from the generalized scheme, the total exchanges from the n merchandises (two together taken) require to calculate all the combinations, and the resulted sizes to be hierarchised. The fact that merchandises are exchanged over currency doesn’t change the issue’s basis, because the transitivity’s identification in a weak way between currencies assure the comparative advantage’s measurement from this exchange, having as a starting point a simple barter (Dogaru, 2004a).

In the actual cases of exchange the same merchandise will be followed in order not to be exchanged more than once and a bigger quantity than the possible production won’t be taken. In taking decisions in the practical area the cases that don’t interest us will be excluded: a comparative advantage to small, an uncompatible case with a country’s strategy etc.

In the case of two products and n countries there will be calculated the total relative advantages for all the combinations possible, which will be hierarchised in an ascending order. Also, simultaneously, the exchange direction will be established. In order to maximize the comparative advantage at the level of all countries and also to maintain each country in the trade actions, the mutual exchange will take place only following this order between the near countries from the hierarchical order as so each participant would win, if the ratios between the connected international prices respect the sufficient condition from an analytical point of view: to be included between the internal relative prices.

---

28 The two phenomena, of the price and the consumption of resource’s decrease, mostly superposes but here their enumeration has the purpose to support, to show on the one hand that they can have an “independent” and different evolution, the last time being the difference of evolution between price and productivity, and also, on the other hand, that the resources’ usage is “priorly”.

29 The entrance in the second stage from the generalized scheme will be made in a similar way in the exchange’s case with multiple countries and products, with the respect of the hierarchy’s identity of the products from the
The multiple exchange’s issue can be decomposed, as it was shown, in two cases which can then combine: two countries and \( n \) products.\(^{30}\) Not taking into consideration the hierarchy’s matter regarding the comparative advantage in the second stage of the productivity for the connection of the simultaneous preference order at the products’ importation and exportation after gains from trade and efficiency, complete resolutions can be identified (when there aren’t any partial or total comparative advantages or any other uncompatibility cases) or at least some resolutions like the „second best”. It is necessary to underline in this successive algorithms the importance of the relative price in comparison with the product’s absolute value, a term which, according to Eatwell (PAL I, p. 5) has lost from its importance and which, in our opinion, needs to be defined in connection with the reduction of the resources’ relative consumption and, in consequence, with the entropy’s law.\(^{31}\)

Metzler Lloyd (1950, p. 300) shows that for an intermediate country, in case of two products and three countries, is necessary that the internal prices’ ratio to be the same with the international prices’ one. This situation is less probable to be a practical one because in this case the exchange wouldn’t take place because the interest’s principle in the monetary competitive economies wouldn’t be checked for this country. More probable, this would be found in the case in which this equality doesn’t exist, yet, as it has been shown, the case of the limit approach between the two ratios isn’t interesting practically speaking because of the decreased size of the comparative advantage.

One of the analytical study’s purpose in economics is the efficient distribution of the resources. This is a main function of the prices, but in the international exchange this must be analysed correspondently. Developing the analysis of the comparative advantage’s principle for multiple products we will follow the specialization issue. This is the matter’s extension of the production frontier in an adequate analysis for \( n \) products. The study from the specialization’s perspective, made in the comparative advantage’s basis assures a measurement of the maximum production possible connected with different variants of exchange. The analysis, extended according to the algorithms previously mentioned, is authoritative and assures reference points in the decisions made in the empirical reality in the international exchange. The actual follow of this direction is made also through the recording both perspectives. The instrument is the chain of the comparative advantage (Deardorff, 2005, p. 9).

\(^{30}\) The necessary followed resolution is actually Danzig’s suggestion in 1949 and detailed by Whitin (1953).

\(^{31}\) Simultaneously Pareto optimum can be calculated in the weak/strong way in connection with the comparative advantage’s requires. The international values’ theory is considered to be based either the costs’ theory or the reciprocal demand’s one.
of the efficiency’s development in time and space (second stage of generalised scheme).

The general analyses’ accomplishment can be a justified concern if the follow and influence possibility is accepted of the comparative advantage from the collective interest’s perspective, including the national level. This means to take into discussion that prices – choosing a correspondent reference point, this being the productivity – can stray, remaining exact or modifying in an opposite way than the efficiency’s one. Because in the comparative advantage’s measurement in the individual level occur this kind of restrictions, neither at a strategic level, from this perspective, can be identified tendencies, only like a result and through the deviations’ compensation (the law of large numbers). Therefore, the aggregation, including its total productivity, needs to be made from the perspective of an economic significance’s follow established before. In the 30s of the last century, once the analytical knowledge was progressing, a relatively reversed phenomenon was happening: the existence of the „forwarding” tendency with the economic analysis towards the less aggregated levels, like the sector, the entity or even the product (Georgescu-Roegen, 1967 (2000), pp. 165-66).

The multiple exchange’s study isn’t generally necessary – being in the case of the nonsense of misplaced concrete (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971, p. 110; p. 515). This kind of complex scheme isn’t necessary to be developed on the one hand because of the multiple cases which can occur and on the other hand because of the sum of this kind of simple combinations leads to a case difficult to define, scientifically speaking. Moreover, the economist’s effort is discouraged from the respect’s perspective of the analytical economy’s principle and, in forward, of the result’s usage in the empirical economy.

IV. The second stage of generalised scheme. Productivity

The judgements regarding the comparative advantage, concerning the economic processes, including the exchange one, can be made either at an individual level or at an aggregate level (local, regional or national) from the economy’s perspective of a city/area/country – at this stage of generality another interest can be identified, almost different from the individual one. On the one hand, the necessity of this double perspective, individually and nationally (locally), comes from the fact that the individual level considers (the observation interest exists) the resources’ consumption only on a certain period, 1-2 generations (parents and children), while at the national level a perspective view is required, at a historical scale. On the other hand, in the same period of time the necessity of the resources’
saving and making a certain structure of the production through the individual interests’ balance – relatively in opposite – in a national one, is a matter which is required to be considered a structure of consumption.\textsuperscript{32}

The comparative advantage’s principle firstly sustains this cooperative direction (the cooperation law), even in the conditions of the individual opposite interests’ existence. In these terms the priority of the total productivity’s increase – process which supports the relative economy of resources, which represents the argumentation’s essence of the validity of the national interest’s priority, towards the individual’s interest based on the monetary profit’s maximization – appears necessary. In consequence, these directions – the individual and the collective one – can support each other, the priority being the phenomenon’s efficiency, because the predominant (the deciding factor, Florian (1983)) is the national factor. The price’s maintenance once with the productivity’s increase reveals in the competitive monetary economies, in the study’s efficiency absence, an analytical gap, a „weakness” in the analytical concepts’ defining, connected to the difference between the individual interest and the collective one.\textsuperscript{33}

The comparative observation of the efficiency and price can reveal us, in consequence, the economic processes’ unconnected development of the two phenomena. The separate measurement and the simultaneous analysis of the two phenomena assures from the perspective of the comparative advantage’s study, a higher consistency of the external economic exchanges’ analysis, and in extension of the internal ones (Dogaru, 2003). Although the price has in its structure the efficiency effect, the increasing complexity of the economic exchanges of production and exchange, especially, the increased number of products and also the absence of the effects’ self-levelling in real time from the perspective of the request and offer’s law of such phenomena, lead us to a certain „unconnected” development. This tendency appears because of the opposite individual interests’ existence regarding the

\textsuperscript{32} The issue of the resources’ economy, having the comparative advantage as a reference point, is indirectly identified by McKenzie (1953, p. 165) through the achievement of the maximum production possible following the multiple exchange in the world’s economy. Also see his study from 1955.

\textsuperscript{33} No matter how hard we could try in the scientific area, these “gaps” either remain or appear as superposing zones in the study of the economic processes and phenomena. The last can be called “zones of dialectical semidarkness” (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). On the other hand, the analytical judgments from the individual perspective, and in forward aggregate, are made, like it has been shown, starting from the observation of some economic elementary processes in connection with the two basic principles of economics: the interest and the minimum effort’s one.
inclusion of the efficiency’s increase in terms of price. The national productivity’s follow assures a significance of this analytical effort in measuring the comparative advantage, because the territorial organization in time of the economic processes in national area has guaranteed an increasing coherence of the economic entities’ activities. On the other hand, the change’s matter of the form and of the products’ content in time, also the existent difficulty in various economic areas of some relatively difficult products, but with similar use, makes relatively difficult the comparison of these under the price and the value of use’s aspect. The identity’s principle from the Aristotle’ logic is put under mark.34

In usual terms the price includes the costs, and the change (the increase/decrease in time) because of the efficiency is shown in the price according to the economic entity’s books or in duality with this costs (the book-keeping’s law, accepted in a weak way).35 Also, some studies over the empirical reality, regarding the manner in which the prices are established, shows that the products sell at negotiated offer prices, which are established through the sum of the unitary cost and of a profit’s margin (PAL I, 1987, pp. 158-9, Godley’s original hypothesis). From the perspective of the productivity/efficiency’s change, the costs and in extension in double nature, having the price as a reference point, is permanently included in the price through the profit’s size. In a competitive monetary economy the price would modify in the opposite direction of the total efficiency’s change. In these terms a separate analysis of the comparative advantage through the total productivity wouldn’t be necessary in the second stage.

Manoilescu has studied three quarters of a century ago this issue, having the existent methods from that time, even grounding some. The total productivity’s concept, used in the USA and presently being in extension in Europe, assures a coherence of the analytical speech of basic matters regarding the efficiency’s measurement (Dogaru, 2000; Productivity: Measurement problem, in Palgrave, tome III). The productivity can be calculated, as having an increased economic significance, as a ratio between two physical sizes or two sizes of value (real, levelled) for multiple products. At a product’s level the efficiency is found (as we have

---

34 The American economists’ efforts, especially from the last decades, have established some instruments and methods of comparison in the power’s area (Kravis, 1975; Triplett, 2005; Palgrave, Hedonic prices).

35 We will exclude de external costs which, also, on long terms can be considered included in the normal costs because of the training effect. At limits the initial overcome of these is reflected, in last instance in a general way, through the damaging effects of the environment and even of the social relationships, including the connection between human and nature. In a certain way the overcome of these costs have a similar effect as the productivity one, measured in time towards the price.
shown) in its gross primarily form, under a profit form.

It is difficult to identify from an analytical point of view a productivity’s hierarchy under the shape of some relative sizes as a ratio between two absolute sizes, and therefore with a direct economic significance. This hierarchy should be identical or at least similar with the one with the trade gains as criteria.\textsuperscript{36} The efficiency’s study direction appears to be the single one which guarantees us a „control” of the relative consumption of resources at a national level. Moreover, as Krugman proved, the productivity is significant only at national level: "competitiveness is a meaningless word when applied to national economies" (Atkinson, 2002).\textsuperscript{37}

The total productivity’s measurement through relative sizes, came from absolute sizes, following that in the future they will be compared to these sizes, for different products, economic entities or countries is relatively difficult. The support of the total productivity’s measurement, at least from two perspectives, as a value or physical per capital unit production appears as possible and necessary. The follow of the marginal increase (medium), having a period as a reference point (year), is yet possible (in more slight conditions) that we can achieve the hierarchy of the productivity’s increase.\textsuperscript{38}

From the usage’s perspective only of a single instrument – concept, prices, the case’s observation of the comparative advantage can be misunderstood entirely. That is why the efficiency is required to be comparatively followed. An exchange situation based through Pareto optima can be followed from the perspective of the comparative gain (in time) in comparison with the comparative advantage’s case. The limits of the Pareto optima remarks better compared to the comparative advantage’s one (Chipman, 1965b, p. 735): „When comparing two Pareto-optimal situations it is in the nature of things that what is preferable for one country is disadvantageous to another”. According to the comparative advantage’s principle, the global observation respects the equity’s principle, true suppositions being

\textsuperscript{36} Deardorff (2005, p. 6) indirectly captures the efficiency’s necessity, under the competitive structure’s shape, in the achievement of the real comparative advantage: “And indeed we cannot really ascribe the avoidance of loss from trade to the presence of comparative advantage, since the comparative structure assures it.”

\textsuperscript{37} At an elementary process’ level the productivity is expressed in “gross” way, through the difference between the costs and price. Yet, here the productivity is also considered better expressed through real sizes of value, at this level the natural unities also being possible to use.

\textsuperscript{38} Multifactor productivity is analysed in US by input of capital (K in KLEMS), not by total input of capital (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1997, ch. 10). The measure of productivity is deviated from an ideal indicator (Diewert, in PAL III, Productivity: Measurement problem).
identified which can rigorously demonstrate exchanging directions in which simultaneous comparative advantages are made on both sides. The existence of a complete analysis of the collection action, from both perspectives, which would take into consideration the comparative advantage’s requires would allow the elimination of the possible losses of national value because the efficiency’s size and development wouldn’t possible be taken into consideration.

V. Findings and openings

Through the demonstration in a strict way of the validity of the comparative advantage’s principle inside economics the proving possibility is sustained through statements of the analytical truth. These suppositions have a relatively high level of generality in time and space.

In the collection action of the economic entity, in extension, of the individual, the basic form of the exchange process hasn’t changed in time. Only some new instruments appear, also the payment ones, other costs, but the action is based on the essential principles from economics, also the interest and minimum effort’s ones. That is why, the validity in time of the comparative advantage’s principle, starting from its initial definition, can be supported in a rigorous way.

In essence, in this principle’s basis the partial trade gains’ maximization is followed (of each entity participating in the exchange), of the individual comparative advantage. The forward chase of this direction of analytical research, through the phenomenon of the production frontier, assures a consistency and continue by the main action of the economic activity, the production, in which there can be also achieved the relative economy of resources.

The specialization matter in the world’s production following the international exchange of goods is considered fundamental in the saving process of the resources. An increase of the transportation costs, also other costs connected to some tariffless and non-tariffless measures leads us in time at the main possibilities remained in present, necessary to be taken into consideration.39 On the other hand, no matter the tendency of sustaining the

39 Also another interesting perspective exists, signaled by David Korten (1999), of the individual interest’s absence at a world’s level in developing the local production.
globalization processes (Dogaru, 2004b), in a strict way, there is a point beyond which the national interest’s representing isn’t possible (the food safety, of people, of resources etc).

The comparative advantage’s follow in two steps is based on the unconnected evolution (in a strict way) on small periods of time of the productivity and price, in which in fact the gains from trade are achieved (the comparative advantage). That is why the comparative advantage’s analysis from this double perspective assures an increased coherence of the analytical speech.

Therefore, as long as the goods exchange will maintain, even in some natural economy’s frame, and the human election action will be present in the usual activities – considering that, also, the human behaviour, connected to his own interest in saving as much as possible his efforts towards the possible effects, will remain the same – the truth about the comparative advantage principle’s validity isn’t necessary to be discussed again. In other terms another adequate definitions are required according to the new knowledge and also to the new usage of other instruments which will be provided by science. The basic algorithm, the one which explains the comparative advantage’s mechanism in the simple barter, makes possible and necessary that some changings of the exchange action through the mutual algorithms to be redefined. Manoilescu has made systematical efforts in understanding and using the existent analytical knowledge and anticipated some new instruments, like the total productivity’s one. In this direction, the generalized scheme of Manoilescu’s comparative advantage, with some possible improvement, can be considered a small step towards the researcher’s effort of creating a system of connected statements in economics.
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